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2011	CORNERSTONE	AWARD	

BOB WAKEMAN AND LYNNETTE ROUNSAVILLE , HR 

In December of last year – Facilities HR generalist, Jessica Lang was out on 
maternity leave for two months. I realized how hard Jessica works and the complexity 
of many of the tasks she tackles and I was concerned about meeting the needs of the 
division in her absence.  
There were difficult and challenging times but every challenge was met with a smile. 
People across the division were as impressed as I was. We were very pleased with 
the quality of work performed and overwhelmed by the dedication and commitment 
that both Bob and Lynette provided to Facilities in Jessica’s absence. 
Bob and Lynette stepped into this incredible void and began life without Jessica in the 
busy and complex world of Facilities Services Human Resources.  Their distinguished 
service has always been delivered in positive fashion and their accomplishments 
deserve to be noted. 
 
Rob Osborn wrote: 
 “It is my great pleasure to endorse Bob and Lynnette for this very special recognition. Bob stepped in to support 
the comprehensive human resource efforts working with our Building Care management team when our good friend 
Jessica took time off to have her second child. Bob’s work with our management team focused on special employee 
relation’s matters in support of our large organization. Bob “hit the ground running” as he partnered with us working with 
some difficult situations. His depth of experience in the human resource field was clearly evident to us as he shared his 
expertise across a wide spectrum of employee relation’s challenges. We are grateful to Bob for his support during 
Jessica’s absence, and could not be more pleased that he has now joined the Facilities Services HR team on regular 
basis. It is a privilege and a pleasure working with Bob on a daily basis.” 

Jessica Lang wrote: 

Bob and Lynnette are valued coworkers within Facilities Services Human Resources. For the past couple of years, 
Lynnette and I supported the Facilities Services organization of approximately 850 employees as a two-person team. 
Lynnette is one of the most dependable and service oriented people I know. She is always willing to help employees 
with questions they may have. Lynnette is known to work long hours to ensure the needs of employees are being met in 
a timely way. Most of her responsibilities are not noticeable to the staff, but her work ensures employees are paid 
accurately; their leaves are handled correctly, and she supports hiring teams and candidates. I couldn’t ask for a more 
helpful and caring coworker than Lynnette.  

Last fall, Bob joined our team to support FS; he stepped into the organization in amidst of a lot of change. He did a great 
job covering while I was away, with Lynnette’s support guiding him where he needed to go. I am grateful for the support 
Bob and Lynnette provide. 


